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Summary
This work considers the design driving load cases from a full design load basis analysis on an upwind turbine changed into a downwind configuration. The upwind turbine is a commercial class IIIA 2.1MW turbine, manufactured by Suzlon. The downwind turbine shows an increase in the normalized tower clearance by 6%, compared to the upwind concept. Removing the blade prebend increases the normalized minimum tower clearance by 17% in the downwind configuration compared to the upwind configuration. The extreme loads on the longitudinal tower bottom bending moment are seen to generally increase by 17% due to the overhanging gravity moment of the rotor-nacelle assembly. The extreme blade root bending moments are reduced by 10% flapwise, due to the coning of the rotor in downwind direction. The fatigue loads suffer from the tower shadow, leading to an overall increase of the fatigue loads in the blades with up to 5% in flapwise direction in the downwind configuration. Due to blade deflection and coning direction, the downwind configuration shows a 0.75% lower annual energy production. Removing the prebend increases the annual energy production loss to 1.66%.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the recent years, most research effort has been focused on wind turbines with an upwind concept, where the rotor is placed in front of the tower with respect to the wind direction. The aeroelastic behavior of wind turbines is well known for upwind concepts. In this case, the clearance between tower and blades is a major restriction in the blade design. Placing the rotor behind the tower could give the freedom of larger rotors for higher power production or more flexible blades, saving on the blade material and potentially decreasing the loads on tower, nacelle and hub. Although, load cases of fault situations, such as the emergency stop of the turbine, where the blades are unloaded, may restrict the blade flexibility with a minimum tower clearance in a downwind configuration.

This work investigates the following hypothesis: changing an upwind into a downwind concept leads to major changes in the design driving load cases, increasing the freedom for blade design.

According to Iyoku, only the Japanese manufacturer Hitachi is commercially selling a downwind concept of 2MW and testing a 5MW prototype.

The relaxation of the tower clearance in the design constraints made the concept attractive for typhoon sites.

More flexible blades may lead to loss in power production, due to a decrease of the rotor area under blade deflection. However, a power increase has been observed experimentally, due to increased blade angle of attack. This increase in power is observed in several reports comparing downwind and upwind configuration in a Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations. The authors observed a higher output due to a higher angle of attack across the blade spanwise direction originating from a favorable blockage effect of the nacelle in the downwind configuration. Yoshida et al. observed an increase in annual energy production (AEP) by 7.5% in field tests, comparing an upwind configuration against a downwind configuration in complex terrain.
The study showed a power increase due to the rotor alignment with the inclination angle of the wind field of 1 to 11%. In the downwind configuration, the tilt angle counteracted the inclination angle of the wind resulting into a more perpendicular inflow on the rotor plane, than in the upwind configuration.

Ning and Petch\(^\text{2}\) compared the cost advantage of upwind concepts of 5 - 7MW turbines for different wind classes with corresponding downwind concepts. In their work, a multidisciplinary optimization framework was used to design several rotors of different diameter for different wind conditions, with and without tower clearance constraint. Their work showed clear dependencies of the results on the site conditions. The highest cost advantage of a downwind concept was found for the 5MW turbine for sites of lower average wind speed and moderate turbulence, with a cost advantage of 1-2% of levelized cost of energy (LCOE). Sites with higher average wind speeds showed an increase in cost, due to the increase in tower bending moments from extreme loads, caused by the overhanging moment of the rotor. Furthermore, a clear dependency of the LCOE on the rotor diameter was observed, showing the lowest LCOE for medium sized rotors.

The downwind concept comes further with the option of a passive yaw mechanism for the alignment of the rotor, as the aerodynamic forces could potentially align the rotor with the wind direction. It should be noted that the advantage of a passive yaw mechanism comes from the elimination of load cases with extreme yaw error in the design load assessment. These cases are often associated with very high loads that are restricting the turbine design. The cost advantage of a passive yaw system in itself is small, since a yaw mechanism will still be required for cable unwinding. Glasgow and Corrigan\(^\text{3}\) investigated the alignment and stability of a passive yaw system already in 1983, by testing the passive yaw alignment of different rotors in a downwind configuration on a 100kW machine. They observed significant differences in the equilibrium yaw position, where some rotors were not able to align passively with the wind direction. Also they observed yaw motions around these equilibrium positions. If the equilibrium position of the rotor shows severe misalignment with the wind direction, power losses can be expected, as shown in field measurements already by Corrigan and Viterna\(^\text{4}\) in 1982.

The major challenge of a downwind concept is the change of loading on the blades when they are passing the tower. The velocity deficit behind the tower gives a reduction in normal force on the blade of about 20%, as observed for example by Zahle et al\(^\text{5}\). The velocity deficit leads also to a rapid fluctuation in the angle of attack as the blade passes through the wake.

Glasgow et al\(^\text{6}\) compared the flapwise bending loads of a blade of a 100kW machine with lattice tower in an upwind configuration and a downwind configuration. While they were not able to measure a difference in the mean flapwise bending load, they observed a significant increase in the cyclic flapwise bending load within one rotor revolution due to the flow disturbance from the tower.

Reiso and Muskulu\(^\text{7}\) studied the fatigue load of a downwind configuration compared to an upwind configuration of the 5MW NREL reference turbine. They observed an increase of around 20% in the damage equivalent fatigue load for the flapwise blade root bending moment and for the tower base bending moment. Their study further investigates the reduction of the fatigue load due to an airfoil-shaped tower fairing combined with a mass and stiffness reduction of the blade. This approach shows 5% fatigue load reduction for the blade root flapwise bending moment compared to the upwind configuration. However, due to the size of the fairing the rotor overhang had to be increased. This resulted into a mean tower bottom bending moment increase by around 20%.

For this numeric study, a commercial 2.1MW Suzlon turbine is changed from an upwind configuration into a downwind configuration by realigning the turbine components. Assembling the turbine with the same components could be economically beneficial, as blade moulds could be reused. As the direct change of configuration is seen to be only little beneficial a downwind configuration without blade prebend is also compared to the upwind configuration. Full design load basis are calculated according to the IEC Standard\(^\text{8}\), and the three configurations are compared in terms of minimum tower clearance, the extreme loads and the fatigue loads. From the load basis calculation the design driving load cases are identified. The 10-minute mean load is shown for certain sensors to explain major load differences between the upwind and the downwind configurations. It is shown that the design driving load situations for the tower clearance change from high blade loading in the upwind configuration to negative blade loading in the downwind configurations. The flapwise blade root moment is seen to decrease due to the coning direction in the downwind configurations when compared to the upwind configuration. The edgewise blade root moments for the downwind configurations are observed to increase for high wind speeds, due to the projection of the centrifugal force. It is confirmed that the tower loads increase in the downwind configurations relative to the upwind configuration due to the overhanging moment of the rotor nacelle assembly. While the flapwise fatigue load of the blade root is seen to increase in the downwind configurations, compared to the upwind configuration, purely due to the tower shadow; the edgewise blade root fatigue load is further increasing due to lower damping of the edgewise forward whirling turbine mode. AEP losses for the downwind configurations due to the tower shadow and the effect of prebend on the AEP are quantified. Finally, the fluctuation of the produced power is assessed.

## METHODS

For the study the Suzlon 2.1MW turbine S111 (wind class IIIA) is used. The turbine has a rotor diameter of 112m and a tubular tower of 90m height. The rotor is tilted and coned. The blades are prebended. The turbine is pitch regulated at a rated wind speed of 9.5m/s and the operational range is
simulated between 4m/s and 21m/s.

To compare the upwind configuration with the downwind configuration, the downwind configuration is reassembled with the same turbine bodies: The rotor is moved behind the tower, the nacelle structure with the shaft is rotated 180° around the yaw axis. The assembly results into a downwind configuration, where tilt and cone increase the clearance between blades and tower. The rotational direction seen from a global frame of reference is clockwise for all configurations when looking at the turbine with the wind in the back. Since the blades are prebended towards the pressure side, the prebend increases the distance between blades and tower in the upwind configuration, but decreases it in the downwind configuration. The unloaded tower clearance, normalized with the distance between the blade tip and tower of the upwind configuration, is 100% for the upwind configuration, while the downwind configuration has an unloaded tower clearance of only 62%. In a more realistic design, the downwind rotor blade has no prebend, to increase the freedom in the blade design. The downwind configuration without prebend is therefore also simulated to see the effect of the prebend. The downwind configuration without prebend has an unloaded tower clearance of 81%. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the three evaluated configurations from the side view, scaled from the original turbine measures without any loading.

A full design load basis (DLB) is calculated with HAWC2 simulations (Version 12.7), according to IEC 61400-1 standard edition 3.0. The IEC 61400-1 standard gives a guideline to calculate loads on the wind turbine created within different situations (Design Load Cases (DLC)). These situations regard normal operation with different wind conditions (DLC 1.x), failure of the control system or the electrical systems (DLC 2.x), start-up and shut-down scenarios (DLC 3.x to DLC 5.x), scenarios with parked turbine configurations (DLC 6.x) and situations with a locked rotor (DLC 7.x and DLC 8.x). The standard prescribes the turbulence intensity for each load case and wind speed, as well as the wind shear to be applied. To each design load case, a different safety factor is assigned by the standard. For the load calculation the DLB is set up according to the design load basis for onshore turbines by Hansen et al. which is a fully documented interpretation of the IEC standard. The design load basis contains a tabulated description of the wind field parameter and safety factors. The simulation setup applies the Beddoes-Leishman dynamic stall model and Prandtl’s tip loss correction for the aerodynamics of the blade.Yawed inflow is regarded by HAWC2 by adjusting the mean induction and applying a correction on the induction depending on the azimuth position of the blade. The background of the model has been described by Madsen et al. All simulations are performed with a pitch imbalance of ± 0.3° and a mass imbalance of 1% on one rotor blade. All simulations are performed with a flow inclination angle of 8°. It is assumed that the turbine operates under normal condition 50% of the time at 0° average yaw angle and 25% of the time at + 7° and − 7° average yaw angle. The number of turbulence seeds realized are according to the DLB and the same turbulence seeds are used for the upwind and the downwind configurations. For the upwind configuration, a potential flow tower shadow model is used, while a jet-flow deficit model is used for the downwind configurations, as described in the HAWC2 manual. For simulations with a wind direction of yaw errors between + 90° and − 270°, the upwind configuration is subject to the jet-flow deficit model and the downwind configuration is subject to the potential flow model. An exception are rotating wind fields, where the range of wind direction covers 360°. Here the jet-flow deficit tower shadow model is applied for the downwind configurations and the potential flow model for the upwind configuration. Additionally, the downwind configurations have been simulated with a potential flow model during normal operation to quantify the effect of the tower shadow model, especially on fatigue loads and the AEP.

For “publishability”, the controller set-up from the technical university of Denmark (DTU) has been adopted. It is a controller for pitch regulated, variable speed wind turbines with a partial load and full load control strategy, as well as a switching routine between the two. In the partial load region, the balance between generator torque and aerodynamic torque is used for optimal Cp tracking. In the full load region, torque limits are applied by following a constant torque or constant power strategy. Different events can be initiated from the controller, such as start-up, shut-down or failure situations. For the design load case 2.2b, failure of pitch systems (one blade getting stuck), the suggested routine from Hansen et al. has been changed. In the failure scenario the pitch actuator has been adjusted according to the controller routine of the turbine. In this case, the pitch

![Figure 1](image_url) Sketch of the side view of the turbine configurations upwind, downwind and downwind without prebend.
angle on one blade will be kept constant at the current pitch angle at the time of failure. The deviation of the pitch angle from the set point of the controller initiates a stop of the turbine. Further, a pitch run away (DLC 2.2p) is not included, as the failure mode is prevented from the type of pitch actuators used. For the scenario of a parked turbine with high yaw errors (DLC 7.1), the yaw error is interpreted as wind direction change of 360° within 570 seconds.

For the AEP and fatigue load calculation, a mean wind speed of 7.5m/s and a shape factor $k=2$ are used for the Weibull distribution of the wind, as specified for class III turbines in the IEC standard. The power curves are calculated with wind speeds steps of 1.0 m/s with 6 turbulence seeds per wind speed bin with the normal turbulence model and without yaw error. For further investigation on energy production the AEP is also calculated from simulations without inclination angle. The normalized power fluctuation is regarded for each wind speed bin to investigate the power quality. Therefore the standard deviation of the power is divided by the mean of the power for each wind speed bin. From the load simulations including the inclination angle the 10-minute mean load is calculated over wind speed to show general changes in loading between the configurations. For the post-processing of the extreme values, the safety factors are applied and the resulting extreme values are averaged over the six highest extremes from simulations differing only in turbulence seeds. If less than six turbulence seeds were simulated, the average represents values from all the available seeds. For the tower clearance the safety factor is applied to the blade deflections. The normalized tower clearance $TC_{normalized}$ is calculated from the simulated tower clearance $TC_{simulated}$ as

$$TC_{normalized} = \frac{TC_{unloaded}(1 - SF) + TC_{simulated}SF}{TC_{upwind, unloaded}}$$

Where $TC_{unloaded}$ is the unloaded tower clearance individual for each configuration, $TC_{upwind, unloaded}$ is the unloaded tower clearance of the upwind configuration and SF is the combined safety factor containing a load case specific contribution and a contribution for the elastic properties of the material. The tower clearance is calculated as an average over simulations with different turbulence seeds.

Further investigations had to be made regarding fatigue loads and the stability tool HAWCStab23 (Version 2.14) has been used to determine the damping of certain aeroelastic turbine modes.

3 | RESULTS

In the following section, the results of the load simulations for the full design load basis are presented. Presented are the minimum tower clearance, extreme loads and fatigue loads for selected sensors and the power production. For the minimum tower clearance and the extreme values the three most extreme results are plotted to give a better overview about the general load level. However, design driving for the load sensor is only the design load case giving the highest extreme load or the minimum tower clearance. The selected load sensors are the blade root moment sensor, the main bearing yaw and tilt sensor in a non rotating reference frame, and the tower bottom sensors. These sensors are selected as they represent the loads on the most costly components of the turbine. These sensors also give a good overview over the over all trends in change in loading situations when changing the upwind configuration into a downwind configuration. However, with only being able to present a limited number of sensors this work does not present a complete picture of all load sensor on a wind turbine. All results are shown as relative comparison between the downwind configurations and the upwind configuration. They are expressed relative to the result of the upwind configuration. The results for the different load cases are identified with the number of the design load case (DLC), the wind speed (ws) and the wind direction (dir). Blade root bending moments in flap and edgewise are stated in the pitched blade root coordinate system.

3.1 | Tower clearance

The tower clearance is normalized with the distance of the unloaded blade tip to the tower of the upwind configuration. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the normalized tower clearance for the upwind, the downwind and the downwind configuration without prebend.

The figure shows, that none of the configurations is subject to tower strikes. Under loading the tower clearance has decreased to 6% in the upwind configuration, to 12% in the downwind configuration and to 23% in the downwind configuration without prebend. The deflection of the blade tip in the upwind configuration from the unloaded position towards the tower is 94%, due to the loading. In the downwind configuration the blade tip deflects from an unloaded position of 62% by 50% under loading. The downwind configuration without prebend shows under loading a blade tip deflection of 58% decreasing tower clearance from 81% to 23%. With the change of configuration the load cases driving the minimum tower clearance have not changed. Determining is the operation in extreme turbulence (DLC 1.3). The critical wind speeds have changed from wind speeds around rated power in the upwind configuration, to high wind speeds in both downwind configurations.

Characteristic cases in the upwind configuration regarding the minimum tower clearance are cases with high blade loading. The high loading leads to high deformations, for example the operation at extreme turbulence around the thrust peak. In contrast to this, the characteristic situations for the minimum tower clearance in the two downwind configurations are situations, where the blades experience a negative lift force due to the
operation at high wind speeds and high pitch angles. Due to this change in characteristic situation, the lower blade deflection in the two downwind configurations can overcome the lower unloaded tower clearance.

### 3.2 Extreme loads

In the following subsection, the extreme load results are shown. The extreme loads are normalized with the highest load observed for the upwind configuration. For further explanation of the results, the 10-minute mean load is shown over wind speed for selected sensors.

Figure 3 shows the normalized extreme and the normalized 10-minute mean flapwise blade root bending moments for the upwind configuration, the downwind configuration and the downwind configuration without prebend.

The figure shows on the left that the extreme flapwise blade root bending moment is lower in both downwind configurations compared to the upwind configuration. The extreme blade root bending moment reduces 10% when the upwind configuration is changed into a downwind configuration. The design driving load cases are determined by operation at extreme yaw error (DLC 2.2y) at high wind speeds. The analysis of the 10-minute mean flapwise bending moment shows on the right of Figure 3 that the mean flapwise blade root bending moment at the thrust peak is 33% lower in the downwind configuration than in the upwind configuration. The downwind configuration without prebend shows a mean load reduction of 37% at the thrust peak compared to the upwind configuration for the flapwise blade root bending moment.

When the blades are loaded in the upwind configuration the blade tip deflection will increase the rotor area, counter acting the prebend and the cone angle. As the downwind configurations are coned in the same direction as the blade tip deflects under loading, any deflection further out of the rotor plane than the straight blade will decrease the rotor area and unload the rotor blades. The effect of the change of cone direction, when the upwind configuration is changed into the downwind configuration, can be seen from the mean flapwise bending moments to have the
highest load reducing effect. The increased out of plane deflection from the downwind configuration without prebend has a small load decreasing effect on the mean flapwise bending moments compared to the effect of cone. The maximum flapwise blade root bending moments are in both downwind configurations the same. From the time series of the according simulations, it is observed that the blade deflection of the two downwind configurations is very similar, in cases of high yaw errors. Therefore, there is no unloading effect due to larger out of plane blade deflection in DLC 2.2y, when the prebend is removed from the downwind configuration.

Figure 4 shows the normalized extreme and 10-minute mean loads of the edgewise blade root bending moments for the upwind configuration, the downwind configuration and the downwind configuration without prebend.

The figure shows a 5% higher extreme edgewise blade root bending moment in the downwind configuration compared to the upwind configuration. The downwind configuration without prebend shows a 11% higher extreme edgewise blade root bending moment than the upwind configuration. Design driving is for all configurations the operation at extreme turbulence for wind speeds close to the thrust peak at yaw errors. For the downwind configuration a high edgewise blade root bending moment is also observed for high wind speeds. From the 10-minute mean of the edgewise bending moment, a change in the load distribution over wind speed is observed, when the upwind configuration is changed into a downwind configuration. In the upwind configuration the mean blade root edgewise bending moment increases with the wind speed, and decreases strictly after reaching a maximum at 8 m/s. In the downwind configurations the mean edgewise blade root bending moments increase with the wind speed until the thrust peak at 9 m/s. However, after a decrease in the edgewise blade root bending moment for wind speeds up to 14 m/s, an increase in the mean edgewise blade root bending moment is observed for high wind speeds.

The difference in the mean edgewise blade root moment is mainly due to the projection of the centrifugal force. The combination of cone and pitch angle lead to a contribution of the centrifugal force to the mean edgewise bending moment (with \( \sin(pitch) \sin(cone) \)). For the operational point 17m/s the centrifugal force contributes to the mean edgewise bending moment with -2.5% in the upwind configuration and with +2.5% to the downwind configuration. 2.5% of centrifugal load are equivalent to 32% of mean edgewise blade root bending moment of the upwind configuration at the thrust peak. The change of the sign from the contribution of the centrifugal load, is due to the inverted sign of the cone angle when the upwind configuration is changed into the downwind configuration. Thus, the difference observed in the edgewise blade root moment mean load is due to the projection of the centrifugal force to the edgewise bending moment. Further investigations of the aeroelastic modes with HAWCStab2 showed that the first edgewise forward whirling mode is significantly lower damped around rated power in the downwind configuration. Removing the prebend decreases the damping in the downwind configuration even further. For high wind speeds, close to cut-out wind speed, the damping increases for both downwind configurations. Due to this change in damping the load fluctuations around rated power are higher than for the upwind configuration. Therefore a significant increase in extreme loads can be observed for the edgewise blade root bending moment and the downwind configuration without prebend shows the highest extreme load level. Whether a lower damped first edgewise forward whirling mode is general for downwind configurations and which parameters are influencing it, needs to be investigated in future work.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the the tower bottom bending moment in longitudinal direction for the upwind configuration, the downwind configuration and the downwind configuration without prebend. The normalized extreme load is displayed on the left and the normalized 10-minute mean load over wind speed on the right.

It can be seen that the extreme load level for the longitudinal tower bottom moment is generally higher in the two downwind configurations than in the upwind configuration. The highest extremes of the longitudinal tower bottom moment are a result from the shut-down during extreme
FIGURE 5 Comparison of longitudinal tower bottom bending moments between the upwind, downwind and the downwind configuration without prebend. Left: comparison of the highest three normalized longitudinal tower bottom bending moments. Right: comparison of the normalized 10-minute mean longitudinal tower bottom bending moments over wind speed. Design driving load cases are: DLC 4.2 shut down during extreme operational gust, DLC 2.2y operation at extreme yaw errors, DLC 3.1 start up.

operation gust (DLC 4.2) and operation at extreme yaw errors (DLC 2.2y) for the upwind configuration. In the two downwind configurations, the highest extremes of the longitudinal tower bottom moment are determined by the shut-down at extreme operational gust and the start-up situation (DLC 3.1). From the 10-minute mean load, it is observed that the two downwind configurations are subject to higher longitudinal tower bottom bending moments. The mean longitudinal tower bottom bending moment at the thrust peak is 17% higher in the two downwind configurations than in the upwind configuration. There is no significant difference between the two downwind configurations.

Generally, start-up and shut-down situations can cause the longitudinal motion of the turbine, associated with high tower loads. The longitudinal tower bottom bending moment increases, due to the overhanging moment of gravity of the rotor-nacelle assembly in the two downwind configurations, compared to the upwind configuration. While the overhanging moment is counteracting the moment from the thrust force in the upwind configuration, the overhanging moment and the thrust force moment are acting in the same direction in the two downwind configurations. The increase in tower bottom bending moment in the downwind configurations due to this geometrical alignment of the gravity force is 17% compared to the maximum 10-minute mean load from DLC 1.2 in the upwind configuration. The overhanging moment is seen to be determining the load increase in the tower bottom bending moment. The difference in the overhanging moment of the rotor-nacelle assembly between the two downwind configurations is very small, since the contribution of the mass at the blade tip is small compared to the mass of nacelle, shaft and the blade root part. Therefore, the downwind configuration without prebend shows no significant difference in the the extreme loads.

Table 1 shows a summary of the design driving loads and load cases for the tower, blades and main bearing.

With the change from the upwind to the downwind configurations, the design driving tower bending loads (longitudinal and lateral), as well as edgewise blade bending and the torsional blade load are increasing. Also for the main bearing tilt load, a load increase is observed in the downwind configurations compared to the upwind configuration. The flapwise blade bending load, the tower torsional and the main bearing yaw load are lower in the downwind configurations than in the upwind configuration. The downwind configuration without prebend showed generally very similar load levels to the load level of the downwind configuration, differing maximum up to 3% from the downwind configuration. It can be seen that the design driving load cases are changing only in the main bearing tilt load with the change from an upwind to a downwind configuration. The design driving load cases are observed to be the same for both downwind configurations.

It should be mentioned that the absolute tower lateral bending moment of both downwind configurations is lower than the maximum tower longitudinal bending moment in the upwind configuration. Like the tower longitudinal bending moment, the main bearing tilt moment increases with the increased overhanging moment of the rotor-nacelle assembly in the downwind configurations compared to the upwind configuration. The tower torsional moment, as well as the bearing yaw moment, are related to the flapwise load of the blades and a load decrease in these sensors is observed, due to the coning in the direction of blade deflection in the downwind configurations.

3.3 Fatigue loads

In the following section, the changes in fatigue loads due to the change in turbine configuration are discussed. Figure 6 shows the normalized lifetime equivalent load for the flapwise blade root bending moment, over the different load cases of the fatigue load assessment. The load is normalized with the total lifetime equivalent load from the upwind configuration.
More than 99% of the lifetime equivalent load in all three configurations is determined by the normal operation (DLC 1.2). The figure shows that the normalized lifetime equivalent load for blade root flapwise bending is in the downwind configuration 5% higher and in the downwind configuration without prebend 4% higher than in the upwind configuration.

To quantify the effect of the tower shadow on the fatigue load, DLC 1.2 has been simulated in the two downwind configurations with the potential flow model. The tower shadow model exchange decreased the flapwise fatigue load in the blade root by 5% in the downwind configuration and by 4% in the downwind configuration without prebend. Thus, the same blade root flapwise fatigue load level as in the upwind configuration is achieved and the tower shadow is seen to be the causation of the increase in flapwise blade root fatigue loads.

Table 2 shows the lifetime equivalent load of the investigated sensors for normal operation.

The table shows a general increase of the fatigue loads when the upwind configuration is changed into a downwind configuration. The only exceptions are fatigue loads of the longitudinal tower bottom bending moment and the main bearing yaw moment, which are decreasing in the downwind configurations, compared to the upwind configuration. The fatigue load of tower bottom flange torsion remains unchanged for the downwind configuration, and decreases slightly in the downwind configuration without prebend, compared to the upwind configuration. Removing the prebend in the downwind configuration changes the relative difference in fatigue load level compared to the upwind configuration for most sensors not more than 2%. Two exceptions for the downwind configuration without prebend are the blade root torsion which increases from 2% to 45% above the fatigue load level of the upwind configuration and the blade root edgewise fatigue load which increases from 7% to 11% higher fatigue load than in the upwind configuration.

With the exchange of the tower shadow model from the jet-flow deficit model to the potential flow model for the downwind configuration, the fatigue load of the tower lateral bending and the blade root flapwise bending are seen to reach the same level as in the upwind configuration. For the downwind configuration with potential flow model the tower torsion and the main bearing tilt fatigue load decrease to a fatigue load level 2% below the level of the upwind configuration. For the downwind configuration with potential flow model the main bearing yaw fatigue load level is seen to decrease to a load level 3% below the load level of the upwind configuration. For the tower longitudinal bending the fatigue load level decreases to a fatigue load level 4% below the level of the upwind configuration. The blade torsion fatigue load of the downwind configuration decreases 14% below the level of the upwind configuration with the change to a potential flow model. In case of the edgewise blade root bending a fatigue load reduction of 2% is observed with the exchange of the tower shadow model from jet-flow deficit to potential flow for the downwind configuration.

However, the fatigue load does not reduce to the level of the upwind configuration. For the tower lateral fatigue load no load reduction can be observed for the downwind configuration with the exchange of the tower shadow model to the potential flow model.

The tower shadow is seen to be the main reason for the increase in fatigue loads when the upwind configuration is changed into a downwind configuration. The reduction of the fatigue load level for the downwind configurations and the downwind configuration with potential flow to a level below the fatigue load of the upwind configuration can be explained with less variation of the inflow condition. In the downwind configuration, the tilt angle counter acts the inclination angle of the wind. In the upwind configuration on the other hand, the tilt and the inclination angle both lead to an increased flow variation over the rotor plane. The blade torsion fatigue load increases drastically when the prebend is removed from the downwind configuration due to the gravity loading when the blade deflects further out of the rotor plane. The lower damping of the first edgewise forward whirling mode explains the increase of fatigue loads for the edgewise blade root moment in the downwind configurations, which is not due to the tower shadow. The tower lateral bending is coupled to the edgewise motion of the blades and excited by the lower damped blade motion in
the downwind configuration. The increase in the tower lateral fatigue load when changing an upwind into a downwind configuration is not due to the tower shadow.

### 3.4 Power output

In the following section, the power production of the three turbine configurations the annual energy production as well as the power fluctuations are discussed. Figure 7 shows the normalized power curves and the difference in power over wind speed.

The figure shows on the left that the power production in all three configurations, upwind and downwind and downwind without prebend, is similar below rated power. It can be seen that the upwind configuration has a slightly higher power output than the two downwind configurations below rated power. The downwind configuration without prebend shows the lowest power production of the three configurations, below rated power. Above rated power no difference between the configurations is observed. The maximum difference is a 1% lower power production at 8 m/s in the downwind configuration than in the upwind configuration. For the downwind configuration without prebend it can be seen that the losses are significantly higher, up to 2.3% at 8m/s, compared to the upwind configuration. Overall, this leads to a 0.75% lower AEP in the downwind configuration and a 1.66% lower AEP in the downwind configuration without prebend, compared to the upwind configuration. With the exchange of the jet-flow deficit model to the potential flow tower shadow model the downwind configuration showed an AEP gain of 0.77% compared to the upwind configuration. Exchanging the tower shadow model to the potential flow model for the downwind configuration without prebend gives an AEP loss of 0.1% compared to the upwind configuration. Simulating the power curves without inclination angle leads to a 1.97% lower AEP in the downwind configuration than in the upwind configuration. Without the inclination angle the downwind configuration without prebend shows 2.78% less AEP than the upwind configuration.

Without the losses from the tower shadow jet-flow deficit model the downwind configuration would show a higher power production since the tilt angle aligns the rotor plane better with the inclination angle of the inflow. The alignment of inclination and tilt angle overcomes losses due to a decreased rotor area, as the cone is in the same direction as the blades deflect under loading for the downwind configurations (see Figure 1). Without the prebend in the downwind configuration, the decrease in the rotor area is too large and even with the potential flow tower shadow model the AEP production is lower than in the upwind configuration. Excluding the influence of the inclination angle therefore increases the difference in power production, as the decrease in rotor area decrease becomes the dominant effect.

Figure 8 shows the normalized power fluctuations over the wind speed for the simulations without yaw misalignment or inclination angle. The figure shows that the power fluctuations increase for wind speed bins around rated power up to 5% when the downwind configuration is compared to the upwind configuration for equal inflow conditions on the rotor. For the wind speed bins at 5m/s and 6m/s and wind speed bins above 13 m/s the fluctuations are decreased up to 3% below the level of the upwind configuration. For the downwind configuration without prebend the fluctuation is increased up to 13% for the wind speed bin of 11 m/s. The maximum decrease in fluctuations for the downwind configuration without prebend is up to 1% below the fluctuation level of the upwind configuration. Including the inclination angle decreases the fluctuation level of the downwind configurations. The maximum power fluctuation drops in the downwind configuration to 1% above the upwind fluctuation level. In all other wind bins the downwind configuration shows a lower fluctuation level than the upwind configuration. In the downwind configuration without prebend the maximum power fluctuation is 5% higher than the power fluctuation in the upwind configuration. Except for the two lowest wind speed bins the power fluctuation in the downwind configuration without prebend remains higher than in the upwind configuration. Exchanging the tower shadow model for the downwind configurations to the potential flow model decreases the power fluctuations for both downwind configurations. For nearly
all wind speed bins a power fluctuation level of the upwind configuration or lower is achieved for the downwind configuration. The power fluctuation level of the downwind configuration without prebend remains higher than for the downwind configuration and also remains higher than for the upwind configuration level around rated power.

Without inclination angle the differences in power fluctuations between the downwind configurations and the upwind configuration are determined by the lower edgewise damping of the downwind configurations and the tower shadow effect. Due to the lower edgewise damping the downwind configuration shows a higher power fluctuation level than the upwind configuration. The downwind configuration without prebend shows generally a higher power fluctuation level than the downwind configuration as the edgewise damping is the lowest. If the inclination angle is included the inflow conditions, the downwind configurations are subject to a inflow on the rotor plane with less variation than the upwind configuration. As the inflow in the downwind configurations is closer to being perpendicular to the rotor plane, it compensates for some of the tower shadow effect and some of the effect of the lower edgewise damping.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

The S111 2.1MW turbine in the upwind configuration has been compared to downwind configurations, with and without prebend. With the change into a downwind configuration an increase in tower clearance could be achieved. The initial unloaded tower clearance due to the prebend (62% of the unloaded tower clearance of the upwind configuration) could be compensated by a 44% lower blade deflection in the downwind configuration, resulting into a 6% higher tower clearance. With a configuration without blade prebend, the minimum tower clearance could be increased by additional 11%.

The downwind configurations are benefiting in the flapwise blade root moment from the fact that the coning direction is the same as the deflection direction of the blades in the critical situations. The flapwise extreme load is seen to be 10% lower in the downwind configurations.

The tilt angle is beneficial for the downwind configurations, as an inclination angle of the wind field is simulated. With the tilt angle a better alignment of the rotor plane with the inflow is achieved for the downwind configurations. The lower inflow variations are beneficial for fatigue loads, and a decrease in the yaw related loads, such as tower torsion or main bearing yaw load, as well as the fatigue load for the tower longitudinal bending is observed.

The tower shadow effect is seen to increase the flapwise blade root fatigue loads by 5% for the downwind configuration and by 4% for the downwind configuration without prebend. The flapwise fatigue load increase agrees with predictions in literature by for example Zahle et al. for Glasgow et al. A lower edgewise damping is observed when the upwind configuration is changed into a downwind configuration. With the reduced edgewise damping the edgewise extreme loads are increased by 5% for the downwind configuration and 8% of the downwind configuration without prebend. The lower edgewise damping also contributes to the edgewise blade root fatigue load increase and a total increase of 7% for the downwind configuration and 11% for the downwind configuration without prebend is observed.

As observed also by Ning and Petch, the gravity moment of rotor-nacelle assembly increases the bending loads in the tower bottom flange. Due to the gravity moment of the rotor-nacelle assembly an increase in the extreme tower bottom bending moment of 14% for the downwind configuration and 15% for the downwind configuration without prebend is observed, compared to the upwind configuration.

The interaction of several effects result into a small AEP loss of 0.75% in the downwind configuration. As the blades deflect in the coning direction...
under loading the rotor area in the downwind configurations is smaller than in the upwind configuration. The tower shadow effect also contributes to the AEP loss. The tilt angle on the other hand compensates for some of the losses as the rotor is closer to be perpendicular aligned with the wind direction in the downwind configurations than in the upwind configuration. The AEP loss increases to 1.66% if the prebend of the blade is neglected. A general increase in AEP due to the alignment of tilt and inclination angle, as observed by Yoshida et al., could not be confirmed, since the inclination angles are not as large as observed by Yoshida et al.

Power fluctuations are seen to be influenced by the interaction of the tilt, the tower shadow effect and the lower edgewise damping. While the tilt angle is beneficially reducing the inflow variations the tower shadow increases the inflow variation. The lower edgewise damping increases power fluctuations further and as as result the power fluctuations of the downwind configurations are higher than the fluctuations of the upwind configurations.

5 | DISCUSSION

In this study a downwind configuration is assembled from the S111 2.1MW turbine to see potential benefits in a configuration change from a load- and AEP-perspective. It has been seen that the downwind configuration in the current simulation set-up benefits from the tilt angle that counteracts the inclination angle. Since the IEC-standard is a guideline for the design of upwind configurations, the inclination angle is a conservative property of the inflow conditions. Thus, using the same inclination angle for the downwind configuration is not a fair comparison of the configurations. When comparing the concepts, the angle should either be inverted for the downwind configuration or both configurations should be subject to a flow field without inclination angle. The change in the inclination angle consequentially leads to a higher power difference between the configurations as well as an increase in fatigue loads in the downwind configuration and a decrease in fatigue loads in the upwind configuration.

The observed increase in blade fatigue loads for the downwind configurations means that the tower shadow model is crucial for the evaluation of the downwind configuration. The used model considers the deficit of the free wind speed behind the tower, but the increased turbulence is not modelled. More investigations need to be done to evaluate if this effect is relevant for the load fluctuations. A tower shadow validation will be needed to evaluate different tower shadow alleviation techniques, which would be required to reduce the loads to the level of the upwind configuration. A significant increase in edgewise extreme and fatigue blade loads is observed due to a lower edgewise damping in the downwind configurations. It cannot yet be concluded if the lower edgewise damping is a general property of downwind configurations. Future work has to investigate the difference in the modal dynamics between upwind and downwind configurations, as this determines the dynamic stability of the turbine and is a relevant cause for differences in loads. A better understanding of the edgewise damping is needed to be able increase the damping if possible, to avoid high loads and instabilities.

The choice of the controller significantly influences the loads due to load cases where certain situations are handled. This means that loads could differ significantly with different handling routines of for example, turbine shut down or operation at high yaw errors. In this case extreme tower bending or flapwise blade root moment could be reduced in all three configurations with for example the proprietary controller. If this would change the difference between the upwind and the downwind configuration is unclear. Situation determined by normal operation including turbulence would not be improved. Thus, no improvements can be expected for the tower clearance or the edgewise loads. Also AEP losses would not be compensated with the proprietary controller since they are related to operation below rated power.

Seen from the perspective of blade design, it could be possible to reduce blade material and blade cost for the chosen geometry assembly when changing the upwind into a downwind configuration. Firstly, because the tower clearance is increased, secondly because the extreme flapwise blade load is decreased significantly. These two advantages might overcome the increase in extreme edgewise blade loads.

However, from the full turbine perspective it is doubted that a pure material reduction of the blades is beneficial. To exploit the full potential of the downwind configuration, the LCOE should be considered. The LCOE can be expected to increase with the configuration change, since the tower is a major cost component and the load has significantly increased when the upwind configuration is changed into a downwind configuration. Further, the downwind configurations showed a lower AEP, increasing the LCOE compared to the upwind configuration. Consequently, if a cost competitive downwind turbine should be designed, the blade moulds could not be kept. Instead a new rotor should be designed while the load envelope is kept the same as in the upwind configuration.

With this approach the rotor diameter could be increased to harvest more energy. The increase of rotor diameter would be limited by the flapwise blade root moment. If tower clearance becomes a design constraint for a larger rotor diameter, the cut-out wind speed could be reconsidered, since the the contribution to the AEP is relatively low. To avoid a significant increase in the tower cost the static loading the downwind configuration should be modified, such that the center of gravity of the rotor-nacelle assembly is located closer to the tower center. In that case, the gravity moment would decrease. Since the static moment of the downwind configurations can never have a contribution reducing the extreme tower bottom bending moment, as it does in the upwind configuration, the thrust level for the downwind configuration would have to be reduced significantly. In that case the tower cost could potentially reach a tower cost level of the upwind configuration. From a limited thrust level a further reduction
in the extreme flapwise bending moment could be expected, potentially allowing further rotor diameter increase. In order to fairly evaluate if such drastic changes in design strategy are beneficial for a downwind configuration, the upwind configuration would also need to be redesigned. A limited thrust level would be expected to be also beneficial for an upwind configuration. Only in that case a fair comparison could be made and it could be evaluated if the LCOE of a downwind configuration is lower than the LCOE of an upwind configuration. Overall it can be concluded that there is no clear benefit of changing an existing upwind configuration into a downwind configuration. To see the benefits a redesign of both configurations would be required to evaluate the benefit in LCOE.
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TABLE 1 Difference in the highest normalized extreme value between the upwind and the downwind configuration, as well as the upwind and the downwind configuration without prebend, and the design driving load cases for all three configurations. Design driving load cases are: DLC 4.2 shut down during extreme operational gust, DLC 6.2 idling at abnormal yaw error, DLC 1.3 power production in extreme turbulence, DLC 2.2y operation at extreme yaw errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>load sensor</th>
<th>∆ normalized extreme load [-]</th>
<th>DLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>downwind</td>
<td>downwind (no prebend)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tower bottom flange longitudinal</td>
<td>+0.14</td>
<td>+0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tower bottom flange lateral</td>
<td>+0.10</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tower bottom flange torsional</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blade root flange flapwise</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blade root flange edgewise</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blade root flange torsional</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main bearing tilt</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main bearing yaw</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2: Difference in the normalized lifetime equivalent load between the upwind configuration, the downwind configuration and the downwind configuration without prebend for DLC 1.2 (normal operation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Sensor</th>
<th>Δ Normalized Life Time Equivalent Load [(\Delta)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downwind vs. Upwind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower bottom flange longitudinal</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower bottom flange lateral</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower bottom flange torsion</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade root flange flapwise</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade root flange edgewise</td>
<td>+0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade root flange torsion</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main bearing tilt</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main bearing yaw</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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